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ABSTRACT
W hile  few  c ritic s  w riting on re a de rs  and hype rtext have 
focus e d on the  a ffe c tive  plea s ures  of re a ding hype rtext
fiction or inte ra ctive  na rrative s like My st, thos e  w ho as s e s s
the e xperie nce  of re a ding the m tend to a s s ume  inte ra ctive 
te xts  s hould be  e ithe r imme rs ive  or e nga ging. This  s tudy
us es  s c he ma  the ory to de fine the  c ha rac te ris tic s of
imme rs ion a nd e ngage me nt in both c onventiona l a nd ne w
me dia . Afte r e xa mining how  re a de rs ' e xpe rienc e s  of the s e 
tw o diffe re nt a e s the tics  ma y be  enha nce d or diminis hed by
inte rfa ce  de sign, options  for na viga tion, and othe r fe a ture s ,
the e s s ay c onc ludes  by looking beyond imme rs ion a nd
e nga ge ment to “ flow , ”  a  s tate  in w hich re ade rs  a re  both
imme rs e d a nd e nga ge d.

K EYW OR D S:  hype rtext fic tion, inte ra c tive  na rra tive s ,
a e sthe tic s , re a ding

“A situation is a game if each of the participants has at
specified times a range of choices of action . . . and if the
totality of the choices made by the participants determines
an outcome. . .” —Anatol Rapoport, Prisoner’s Dilemma
[64].

“ It mus t be  gra nted that there  is s ome va lue  in mys tific a tion,
la byrinth, or s urpris e  in the  e nvironme nt . . . This  is  s o,
howe ve r, only under tw o c onditions . Firs t, the re mus t be  no
da nge r of losing ba s ic  form or orie ntation, of ne ve r c oming
out. The s urpris e  mus t oc c ur in an over-a ll fra me w ork; the
c onfus ions  mus t be s ma ll re gions  in a  vis ible  w hole .
Furthe rmore , the  la byrinth or myste ry mus t in its e lf ha ve 
s ome  form that c a n be  explore d a nd in time  a pprehe nded.
C omple te c ha os  w ithout hint of c onne c tion is  ne ve r
plea s urable .” —K e vin Lync h, The Im age  of the  City  [50].

INTRODUCTION: THE PLEASURE PRINCIPLE,
UNDEFINED
Why we read for pleasure, what happens to us between the
time when we turn past the author’s name and when we
close the cover on the last page is a subject few critics or
theorists have dared tackle—although many have pointed
out the importance of pleasure to the act of reading [3, 14,
36, 62, 72]. In any case, understanding the machinations of
affective pleasures is immaterial to most
writers—excluding modernists and postmodernists—since
both the origins of stories in their authors’ heads and their
receptions by readers are shaped by long-familiar
conventions. Hypertext writers and designers of interactive
games, on the other hand, work in relatively uncharted
territory, with no fixed genres or conventions to tell us the
sorts of narrative twists or tidy resolutions readers prefer.
More important, perhaps, we lack knowledge of where,
exactly, interactivity and the freedom to traverse relatively
freely through narratives and hypertexts inhibit our desire
to seek out and enjoy the stories they contain. If we
understand our audiences’ affective experiences in reading
hypertext fiction or playing interactive games, we can begin
to determine the types of stories, tools, and even interfaces
that lend pleasure to the act of reading and interacting with
hypertext.

To date, most studies of reading and hypertext have focused
almost entirely on readers’ physical and cognitive
encounters with texts [6, 7, 8, 20, 23, 66], not on the
affective pleasures readers derive from their encounters.
Yet we can explore the affective dimension of interactive
narratives without invoking arguments about either hard-
wired or socially engendered aesthetics by using schema
theory to analyze hypertexts and exploring how these
frustrate or play off readers’ schemas of other texts. Long
employed by linguists [2, 75], cognitive psychologists [14],
art historians [33], and AI researchers [67, 68, 69], schema
theory charts how information processes can shape
perception and action alike, focusing our expectations and
even determining the fine grain of our interactions with
objects [3]. We call on dozens of schemas in our daily lives
to make sense of the world by providing us with a
framework for identifying the nature, purpose, and value of
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objects and scenarios [2, 69]. Once we have identified a
single schema, we begin calling on relevant scripts that
shape our perception, navigation and interaction within a
scenario—whether it exists in life, on a page, or in a stroll
on the decks of Titanic in the interactive game Titanic:
Adventure Out of Time [74].

PLEASURE: IMMERSION VERSUS ENGAGEMENT
Beneath both Luddite critics’ dismissals of hypertext fiction
[9, 55] and careful, well informed descriptions of the
pleasures of interactivity alike [60, 65] lurks an underlying
assumption that the pleasures of interacting with narratives,
like the reading audiences who consume them, are
monolithic entities. In Hamlet on the Holodeck, Janet
Murray positions satisfying interactive texts midway on a
continuum between the “underdetermined form of rhizome
fiction [like Victory Garden and afternoon]” and “the
overdetermined form of the single-path maze adventure,”
arguing that both work against our pleasure in the
immersiveness of interactive texts [61]. Even in the throes
of his highly insightful and detailed discussion of the
structure of hypertext activity, Jim Rosenberg notes that
“the spell becomes broken” when readers lose track of all
episodes in a hypertext [66], an assumption that recalls both
Coleridge’s “willing suspension of disbelief” [15] and
Murray’s call for immersiveness. Conversely, still other
critics and theorists [1, 5, 8, 41, 57] tend to focus on
readers’ engagement with the text over their immersion in
the narrative. Likewise, Laurel [49] and Murray [61] insist
on concepts like unity of action or navigation interfaces that
preserve the fourth wall [47]—the invisible line that
separates actor from audience—situating even our
interactions securely within the narrative’s frame, so that
the maps, cursor, and options for action all increase our
immersion in the narrative world. Yet most accounts of
how readers interpret hypertext fiction, particularly where
closure is concerned, stress readers’ achieving a sense of
perspective on the text as landscape [41, 66] or structure
[22], which suggests an extra-textual understanding of the
text’s structure, something impossible to readers emerging
from immersion in a text. According to these definitions,
when immersed in a text, readers' perceptions, reactions,
and interactions all take place within the text's frame, which
itself usually suggests a single schema and a few definite
scripts for highly directed interaction. Conversely, with
engagement readers' perceptions, reactions, and interactions
must assume an extra-textual perspective on text itself, as
well as on the schemas that have shaped it and scripts
operating within it. Clearly, immersion and engagement
represent the ideals or goals of affective experience, but do
they necessarily exist on a continuum, where increases in
engagement diminish our sense of immersion and vice
versa?

In Birkerts’, and Millers’ definitions of reading, immersion
not only represents the ideal affective experience; it also
stands as the epitome of the Great Work. But the readerly
“enslavement” they describe, ironically, does not arise from
a text’s complexity or from the author’s inventive way with
words. Instead, our immersion in the fiction of a Dickens,

Balzac, or Chekhov stems from the relative lack of
demands the act of reading them places on us. When we
delve into a Judith Krantz or a John Grisham paperback, the
steady, unbroken rhythm of our reading fully occupies our
cognitive capacities [12], while the local detail hews close
enough to convention to maintain our immersion in the
narrative [3, 12]. In works by what Robert Coover [16] has
called “difficult” writers, however, readers pause
frequently, backtrack through sentences and paragraphs,
mull over relationships between narrative segments, and
puzzle over language and representations of time and
causation in an attempt to understand works like Ulysses,
Robbe-Grillet’s In the Labyrinth, and Coover’s own
Pricksongs and Descants. Most anthologies and critical
appraisals of literature—even The Modern Library’s
controversial list of the twentieth century’s hundred
greatest works—include a fairly equal share of texts
founded on both the aesthetics of immersion and of
engagement. Ultimately, the postmodern novel with its
inversion of narrative conventions and rupturing of stock
conventions and resolutions is founded as much on the
aesthetic of engagement as it is on tossing back at us,
blunted, the desires and expectations we didn’t quite realize
we had. Moreover, most readers pick up texts precisely
because they already know whether they want an
immersive or engaged experience. Just as the audience for
Gravity’s Rainbow is different from Stephen King’s, so,
too, the reader delving into Michael Joyce’s Twilight
doesn’t expect to face the knife fights and laser battles that
are staples of so many video arcade-like interactive games.

PLEASURE: ENGAGEMENT AGAINST IMMERSION
In an immersive interactive text like Myst or Shannon
Gilligan’s Virtual Murder series, our pleasure stems from
our ability to discern a single schema and the several scripts
it offers us for both interpretation and directed action. For
example, solving a puzzle or surviving a knife fight
involves action which can potentially spill outside the
narrative’s frame—as in the multiple choice replies Titanic
offers as responses to characters’ conversations with you
[74]. But the aesthetic remains largely immersive as long as
the story, setting, and interface adhere to a single schema.
During the earliest phases of our interactions with
interactive games, however, our affective experience is
likely to involve more engagement than immersion, since
games may draw off a wide repertoire of emerging
conventions and users may not immediately identify the
narrative’s overarching schema—Virtual Murder as police
procedural, Obsidian and Titanic as save-the-planet
interventions, or Myst as puzzle-ridden grail quest to
recover a lost history.

Moreover, narratives like Last Express  [54] that attempt to
stray from reliable gaming conventions governing the
user’s action, mostly decoding puzzles and dismembering
enemies, may frustrate more than engage users expecting
well-defined scripts and a tight framework for directed
action. In Titanic, for example, if you fail to keep an
assignation or meander through the ship, the narrative’s
clock-time halts abruptly, and all characters vanish, save



your steward, who appears periodically to throw you out of
the First Class Smoking Lounge or Verandah Café. No
agents, frames, or tools exist to jump-start the narrative
again once you neglect to pick up the right clues. For our
affective experience to remain immersive, both narrative
and interface alike need to overtly guide or curtail our
possibilities for action. Interactive games fulfill their
promise as immersive when they offer us an obvious
schema for narrative structure and interface, and when they
offer us predictable, tightly scripted interactions enabling us
to enjoy virtual experiences either unattractively risky or
denied to us in everyday life [72]. In the Virtual Murder
series, Gilligan [29, 30, 31, 32] provides a detective
sidekick who summarizes the crime scene, provides
thumbnail sketches on suspects, or weighs in with an
opinion when queried.  The series also includes the
occasional voice-over by a police superior who harangues
you with the work remaining to be completed and the time
remaining on your “game” clock. In Gadget [70] if an
informant in the Museum train station has instructions for
you to turn your quest around, the train idles helpfully in
the station until you venture out of the car, stroll up to one
or two likely looking characters, and receive the vital clue.

The pleasure of immersion in interactive narratives stems
from our ability to take guided action and see the outcomes
from our choice of one or more scripts within a single
schema. In contrast, the pleasure of engagement with
hypertext fiction comes from users’ access to a wide
repertoire of schemas and scripts,  our attempts to discover
congruences between the hypertext and an array of often
mutually exclusive schemas, and, ultimately, our ability to
make sense of the work as a whole. Even though Murray’s
list of plots as symbolic actions include sensemaking and
assembling fragments into a coherent whole, Murray’s
objection to what she calls “structured literary hypertext”
reveals a criterion for aesthetic pleasure clearly founded on
immersion: “navigation unfold[s] a story that flows from
our own meaningful choices” [60]. Yet readers of
modernist works like Mrs. Dalloway [77], The Good
Soldier [26], In the Labyrinth [65], and Ulysses [39] must
actively wrestle with wandering narrative perspectives,
tortuous representations of time, and deliberate disruptions
in space, time, and causation, as well as the requirement
that they ultimately understand the entire work relative to
its spatial form. Anyone who confuses Great Works with an
aesthetic of immersion should remember  Joseph Frank’s
famous declaration about Ulysses, which, he claimed
“could not be read, only reread.” [27] These texts engage
readers deeply because do not follow schemas for which
readers can unthinkingly apply ready-made scripts [68].
Instead, they violate existing conventions, switch schemas,
and, in the case of works like In the Labyrinth, violate even
our assumptions about continuity from one paragraph or
even sentence to the next [65].

Not surprisingly, engagement tends to be pursued and
enjoyed by those who are widely read, since they have
access to a vast array of schemas and scripts. Readers who
enjoy engagement also tend to enjoy confronting situations

for which they lack scripts, as these provide opportunities
for learning, as opposed to merely performing one of a
series of scripts within a conventional framework. With a
hefty repertoire of scripts to call upon, the well-read are
also more likely to recognize when—and to guess how or
why—narratives violate long-familiar conventions and
patterns. The reactions of even well-intentioned
critics—witness Murray’s “privileging confusion”—to
hypertext fiction grows from confusing engagement with
immersion, as well as from the fluid, still-evolving nature
of schemas and scripts in hypertext narratives.

Yet even the earliest readers [23] of the first published
hypertext narrative, afternoon, could find themselves
engaged in the text in the same way that readers might be
engaged with Ulysses or “The Wasteland.” First, readers
bring to new media their schemas and scripts from older
media, just as hypertext fiction itself draws on conventions
inherited from print for plot, character, intention, and tropes
[10, 53]. Second, published criticism which, in the cases of
Joyce and Eliot, included symbolic “keys” to their work,
aided readers in developing schemas to fit the new material.
Joyce circulated notes that mapped Stephen's and Leopold
Bloom’s day in Dublin onto the adventures of Odysseus
[34], while Eliot extensively footnoted his own poem [63].
Readers of hypertext fiction, like Joyce’s and Eliot’s
audiences, are more likely to seek out secondary sources to
supplement their array of schemas for understanding the
text. These “engaged” readers are also more likely to
employ these schemas as simply part of a repertoire, rather
than as sources for controlling scripts that determine
singular interpretations of a work. Such secondary sources
include Joyce’s own extensive criticism on hypertext
aesthetics [41, 42], as well as a growing body of criticism
on the narrative significance of navigational mechanisms in
hypertext [4, 5, 20, 35, 66]. Third, even in a relatively new
genre, some of its newly minted “grammar” and tropes are
accessible to early audiences: cross-cutting, special effects,
and the shot-reaction shot sequence all appeared during
cinema's nickelodeon era [28]. In complex hypertexts,
immanent structures include proximity signifying causal or
relational connections between lexias in spatialized text
[51], as well as recurrence to remind readers of previously
encountered lexias or to situate already encountered lexias
in new contexts where they take on new meanings [5, 20].
Mark Bernstein [7,8] has also identified cyclical repetition
broken to signify closure [23, 40], contour, where cycles
coalesce or collide [5, 41], and montage that establishes
connections across the boundaries of nodes or links, as used
by Landow [45, 46] Jackson [37] and Paul [63].1 Readers
engaged with hypertext fictions like Victory Garden or
“Twelve Blue” make hypotheses about the relationships

1Other devices Bernstein notes [7, 8] include the missing
link [35, 41, 60] and the cognitive maps in hypertexts like
True North [73] and “I Have Said Nothing” [21] that
represent the relationships between narrative lexias and
sequences and serve as tropes for the narratives themselves.

                                                          



between lexias and the significance of links, layering onto
the print reader’s engagement with character, continuity,
time, and space, further interpretations of the significance
of spatial relationships and links between lexias, of link
types and their conditions. Long-term engagement with the
texts, the necessary rereading Michael Joyce describes [41]
makes some relations immanent, nullifies some hypotheses,
thwarts some navigational strategies, and generally enables
readers to enlarge their repertoire of textual aesthetics still
further. Finally, when hypertext episodes [66] also
represent causally linked lexias that generate narrative
tension, readers may become immersed in the narrative.
Even when  immersion gives way to engagement, the
immersive lexias or episodes can still act as a centrifugal
force that compels us to become engaged with the narrative
[22].

IMMERSION INTO ENGAGEMENT INTO FLOW
The “episode vortex,” as Rosenberg notes, however, can
just as easily frustrate readers, launching them into
“foraging” for the next episode [66]. While immersion may
easily lure readers into interactive narratives and organize
their initial engagement, replacing promised immersion
with engagement can also frustrate readers, even when they
can develop a script that situates their frustrated immersion
as strictly intentional, a deliberate effect designed by the
author [4].

Even in the throes of engagement, disorientation in
hypertexts is potentially more disconcerting than the
momentary discomforts we experience in other
media—notwithstanding our budding repertoire of effects
and gambits that signify. The dreaded “lost in hyperspace”
[24] problem is due partly to our awareness that hypertexts
exist in virtual, three dimensional space (which may or may
not be represented to readers via maps or spatial
navigational tools), partly to our awareness that links often
involve recursion and complex conditionals, making
visiting every lexia or link once seldom the equivalent of
having experienced the entire work. When we consider the
affective dimension, however, the absence of guides for the
length of time occupied by our engagement or immersion
may be still more significant. When we sit down with a
novel, settle ourselves into a Broadway theatre or our local
cinema, we know approximately how long our immersion
or engagement will last. Book chapters, like film running
times, often owe as much to the length of time writers
require to develop stories and episodes as they do to
publishers’ and producers’ perceptions of the attention span
and disposable time common to contemporary audiences.
While audiences can prove equally adroit at immersing or
engaging themselves in lengthy narratives fanning out over
weeks and, even years in radio and television serials [6, 20]
as well as in professional sports [6, 7], they require clear-
cut guides on the duration of each local session. Football,
basketball, and hockey are clock-determined; baseball has
nine regular innings; plays have either three or five acts;
serials occupy thirty or sixty minutes of airtime. Time can
also increase the signifying power of narrative
developments and tropes: cues about a character’s

impending mortality that may not seem particularly
significant in Act III acquire dramatic significance when
revealed to us in the final moments of Act V.

Not coincidentally, designers of interactive narratives
frequently build into games central metaphors or tools that
rely on time. All the Virtual Murder games use a conceit
about the seven hours that generally elapse between the
discovery of a crime and the swearing out of a warrant for
the suspected perpetrator’s arrest [30, 31, 32, 33]. Both
Titanic [74] and Last Express [54] unfold against time
constraints imposed by, respectively, the sinking of the
liner and the onset of World War I. Further, in both the
Virtual Murder series and Titanic, agents periodically
surface both to remind you of time passing and to suggest
potential avenues of exploration, ensuring your immersion
doesn’t shade into frustration. Other games rely on stages
that signal readers’ progression through the text: “ages” for
Myst [56], “realms” for Obsidian [76]. Hypertext fictions,
however, lack such clear signals to readers, making it
difficult for readers to determine if their script-acquiring
and -developing have been successful in helping them
understand the hypertext as a structure of narrative
possibilities, or if they need to accommodate, modify, and
generate still more scripts. Some writers have built forms of
closure into hypertexts that enable readers to pause in their
reading or leave it completely [21, 40, 52, 59]. But link
conditions in complex hypertexts can yield different
juxtapositions of lexia and fresh narrative possibilities, just
as a familiar episode may branch in several unexpected
directions the next time out, mitigating the cues potentially
offered by these approximations of closure.

Finally, while immersion may shade into
engagement—now an imminent development with recent
calls in the interactive game industry for more backstory
and narrative [13, 71]—and engagement into immersion,
neither of these affective dimensions maps all that tidily
onto most definitions of interaction [11]. As Joyce [43] and
Aarseth [1] have noted, readers of most hypertext fiction
are merely exploring the narrative, not constructing its links
and rearranging its structure, or even generating lexia and
links themselves.2  While the advent of the World Wide
Web and collaborative structures like Brown’s Hypertext
Hotel [17] suggest that hypermedia’s contribution to
aesthetics may be a blurring of the line between reception
and creation, the relatively limited interactions of
immersive or engaging interactive narratives should not
likewise limit our quest for features, metaphors, and
conventions that enhance our affective experiences. Given

2Deena Larsen’s Marble Springs [48] is an exception to
this tendency, since readers can interact with the hypertext
as exploratory, constructive, or textonic, to use Joyce's and
Aarseth's terms—if they have Storyspace and choose to
send their versions of the hypertext to Eastgate, following
Larsen's invitation. Eastgate has released subsequent
versions of Marble Springs incorporating its readers' inputs.



the enhanced immersive possibilities of full-motion video,
not to mention virtual reality, coupled with hypertext
fiction's complex possibilities for engagement, future
interactive narratives could easily enable  casual readers to
experience what Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi calls "flow," a
condition where self-consciousness disappears, perceptions
of time become distorted, and concentration become so
intense that the game or task at hand completely absorbs us
[19]. Since flow involves extending our skills to cope with
challenges, a sense that we are  performing both well and
effortlessly, it hovers on the continuum between immersion
and engagement, drawing on the characteristics of both
simultaneously.

While flow, of course, occurs relatively frequently to
musicians, writers, artists, and professional athletes, anyone
familiar with the structure and minutiae alike of music, art,
sports, literature, or cinema can experience flow. For
example, film critics may notice how deep focus, changes
in film stock, and oblique angles frame a sequence or allude
to other films—an extra-textual perspective on the film
that is characteristic of engagement—even as they remain
deeply immersed in the characters and plot develoments of
the narrative playing before them. This mapping of
engagement onto immersion is, however, highly unusual to
lay audiences reading fiction or watching films, as it
requires an expert knowledge of the medium and its
conventions, as well as a level of engagement discouraged
by texts that require neither interaction nor engaged
responses. Further, since engagement tends to focus our
attention on the frame and materials themselves, texts like
Ulysses or afternoon tend to immerse us only for short
periods before demanding our engagement. As interactive
narratives, however, begin offering us narrative worlds that
increasingly resemble the one outside the text [13] and
writers begin introducing into them narrative richness and
complex plots and characters, even casual readers may one
day experience the flow that today only a privileged few
enjoy when watching or creating narratives.
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